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NEWS - ACCESS REGULATIONS & CODE OF CONDUCT

All broadcasters must be
identified with an appropriate
MEDIA accreditation
The news-access regulations for World Curling Federation (WCF)
championships are designed to permit the broad distribution of
broadcast news, related to WCF events, whilst protecting the
integrity of rights holding broadcasters (RHBs) licensed by the
WCF and its media rights agency Infront Sports and Media.



NEWS - ACCESS REGULATIONS & CODE OF CONDUCT
1. The WCF and its host broadcaster World Curling TV
(WCTV), do not allow non-Rights Holding Broadcaster
(non-RHBs) cameras or portable video devices onto the
Field of Play (FoP) during any session.
2. In order to allow non-RHBs news access, camera positions
will be available outside the FoP. These positions should not
block the view of spectators or present a fire access hazard.
3. Non-RHBs may air up to 90 seconds of game footage daily.
4. Non-RHBs may have to source game footage directly
from the principal rights holder in their country and air a
courtesy on-screen credit.



The main media Mixed Zone will be positioned off the FoP.
At the end of a game all athletes pass by this area on their
way to the changing rooms.
Priority is given to WCTV and RHBs for post-game interviews.
Non-RHBs are requested to allow written media to interview
players before arranging individual TV interviews. Non-RHBs
may air as much footage from the Mixed Zone as they wish.
At the discretion of the WCF Media team, when all games have
been completed for any draw and when WCTV has concluded
broadcasts, you may be allowed to do ‘stand-ups’ or interviews
on the FoP provided you are not disrupting the ice technicians’
work in any way as they prepare the surface for the next draw.
You are not allowed on the ice surface at any time.

5. Game footage filmed by non-RHBs must be used in
regularly scheduled TV news or TV sports news bulletins
and cannot feature any sponsorship.
6. Game footage filmed by non-RHBs is permitted on all
the non-RHBs platforms (digital, web, social) as long as
geo-blocked and respecting length restrictions in point 3.
7. Camera lights must not be directed at the FoP if games are
still in progress.

Failure to comply with these
regulations may result in the
immediate withdrawal of your
media accreditation.

